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Where Life Happens
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T here are several reasons designer Hamish
Guthrie chose to make his family home 

in East Melbourne’s Jolimont, named for the 
residence of Victoria’s !rst governor. ‘I love 
this neighbourhood because it’s a stone’s throw 
from the "#$ and is surrounded by some of the 
city’s best gardens and parks,’ says Guthrie, co-
founder of design practice Hecker Guthrie. ‘And 
being close to the studio is a big plus.’

When Guthrie and his two young daughters 
(and recently adopted dog Elka) found the 
19th-century Victorian terrace house, it took 
them somewhat by surprise. ‘At the time, we 
were renting in an adjacent street,’ he recalls. 
‘We serendipitously stumbled upon the house 
when we were out walking one day. To say 
there was some work to be done would be an 
understatement.’ Guthrie, however, seized 
the opportunity to bring his design skills to 
a personal project in an area he already loved. 
‘%ere’s something about a Victorian house I’ve 
always been drawn to,’ he says.

Guthrie led a light and sensitive renovation of 
the single-fronted two-storey home, aiming 
to preserve its historic character while subtly 
integrating new elements. ‘We extended the 
rear across both levels and pushed out to the 
boundary along the side, to increase the &oor 
area just enough to make some of the critical 
spaces functional,’ he says. ‘It was important that 
any work I did to the house felt appropriate. 
I wanted any new materials to add a slightly 

more contemporary context, but be neutral and 
minimal enough that they didn’t compete with 
the incumbent architectural language.’

O' the street is a walled courtyard, and the 
home’s entrance leads to a series of formal rooms 
that have been opened up. %e two internal 
levels are spread over 185 square metres; the 
ground &oor, dedicated to public spaces, houses 
the kitchen, dining and study space connected to 
a modest decked courtyard, while on the upper 
level are the master bedroom and ensuite, two 
additional bedrooms, a bathroom and a laundry. 
‘I like its intimacy and charm, the &uidity of the 
interiors and the fact that the house can change 
over time with minimal intervention,’ says the 
designer. ‘I know I can mix up the furniture and 
artwork to reimagine any of these spaces and it 
will all work.’

%roughout the home, a neutral white backdrop 
accentuates an eclectic mix of materials and 
textures in the form of furniture, art and objects. 
%e contrast re&ects di'erent aspects of Guthrie’s 
personality, and creates moments of curiosity 
and discovery. Functioning simultaneously 
as a kitchen island and a work and craft area, 
the Philipp Mainzer-designed #()*++, table 
is where the family spends most of its time. ‘It 
wears the marks of our lives — scratches, burns, 
glitter stains — which I like,’ Guthrie notes. ‘I 
think it’s the ultimate indulgence to be able to 
design and build your own space to re&ect who 
you are and how you live.’
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